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Roam the World, Connect the People
A Decentralized Global WiFi network offering seamless roaming and advanced network security, where users earn rewards for every connection worldwide.
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Explore the Roam World
Add WiFi To Earn
Expand Roam network and earn rewards for every WiFi spot added
Download App
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Check-In Rewards
Earn mPoints simply by checking in daily to boost your rewards portfolio
Watch Video
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Roam Miner
X5 your rewards with Roam miner while enjoying seamless connections
Buy Now
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Roam Tokens
Start building your mPoints portfolio now for the opportunity to stake and earn $ROAM!
Learn More
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Underlying Technology
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OPEN   ROAMING
Users roam seamlessly between Roam WiFi access points hosted by different operators and organizations, without ever facing a login screen after initial connection
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DID+VC   Protocol
Roam's on-chain user authentication for WiFi connections employs decentralized identifiers (DIDs) and verifiable credentials (VCs), enabling new mining opportunities as well as privacy protection
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WiFi   Enterprise
Enterprise-level public WiFi is finally here. Roam WiFi delivers levels of security and performance typically offered only in large corporate environments






The power of Roam Network
Standing at the forefront of the DeWi Space, Roam is changing the way people connect and setting a new standard for reliable and efficient WiFi. Download Roam now to start a journey filled with millions of free WiFi access points and exclusive rewards.
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The power of Roam Network
Standing at the forefront of the DeWi Space, Roam is changing the way people connect and setting a new standard for reliable and efficient WiFi. Download Roam now to start a journey filled with millions of free WiFi access points and exclusive rewards.
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Our Partners
Our esteemed partners play a pivotal role in shaping the future alongside us. Together, we embark on a journey of innovation and progress. Learn more about our partners and their impact.
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The Roam Community
Roam's goal is to nurture a vibrant and active community. By joining our community on various channels, you'll have access to exclusive content, participate in exciting discussions, and stay up-to-date with our latest news and events.
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Get The 
Roam App
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